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95 - 100   
 Classic: A  
 great wine.

90 - 94   
 Outstanding:  
 A wine of superior  
 character and  
 style.

85 - 89  
 Very Good. A  
 wine of special  
 qualities.

80 - 84  
 A good wine.  
 Solid and well  
 made.

Tastings  |  Tasting Intro

factors. But research has shown 
that it’s not so easy. We are 
all very prone to a cognitive 
error called “confirmation 
bias,” which plays a large, but 
largely unacknowledged, role in 
everyday judgment.

A tasting with or without 
labels does not produce the 
same representations. A real 
organoleptic appreciation of a 
wine should be carried out in 
the absence of all imaginary 
reference. These kinds of 
experiments have been carried 
out many times, in many settings, 
but always with the same 
results: “Imaginary references”—
especially producer names 
and price tags—significantly 
influence sensory evaluations. 
The only way for a scrupulous 
critic to guarantee unbiased 
judgments is to review wines in 
blind tastings.

This is why Wine NZ Magazine 
employs a “singleblind” 
methodology. Our tasters know 
general aspects of the wine that 
provide context, which include 
vintage, appellation and grape 
variety where appropriate, but 
never the name of the producer 
or the wine’s price. The goal 
is to arrive at the appropriate 

balance: enough information 
to contextualize the wine, but 
not so much information that 
“imaginary references” begin to 
distort judgment.

Blind tasting is difficult, 
imprecise and humbling. 
Evaluating a wine is not like 
weighing an object on a 
scale. The tasting note that 
accompanies each of our 
reviews describes the individual 
wine and attempts to put it in 
context. The score our tasters 
assign, based on our 100-point 
scale, is a summary of their 
judgment about the wine’s 
quality. Wine NZ Magazine 
makes every effort to ensure 
that our tasters have the skill 
and experience to make good 
judgments on the wines they 
review. Then we make certain 
that those reviews take place 
under tasting conditions that 
eliminate bias and ensure 
fairness. We believe that this 
combination of expertise 
and methodology results in 
wine reviews that are not only 
independent but also, and most 
importantly, reliable. Above all, 
we hope the information and 
judgment we share with our 
readers can help you deepen 
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Why 
We 
TasTe 
Blind

A
t Wine NZ Magazine, this 
simple truth stands as 
the foundation of our 
wine ratings. We believe 
that evaluating wines 
blind ensures that our 

tasters remain impartial and that our 
reviews are unbiased, with all wines 
presented on a level playing field. 

You may be surprised to learn 
that not all wine writers share this 
approach. Some critics review wines 
non-blind, and even alongside the 
winemakers and at the wineries. 
They argue that honesty and 
independence can overcome the 
expectations that are inevitably 
triggered by knowing the identity of a 
wine, its reputation and its price. We 
respectfully disagree.

Avoiding bias simply put, in a 
blind tasting the taster is deprived 
of information that may bias his 
or her judgment of the wine in the 
glass. Now, you may think that a 
conscientious taster should be able 
to ignore the influence of extraneous 

your understanding and 
appreciation of wine, and 
develop an authentic taste of 
your own.
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Pinot 
Gris -

T
he latest National 
statistics show 23,000 
tonnes of Pinot Gris 
grapes were harvested 
last year, which is 6% of 
the total New Zealand 

wine production, an increase 
from 3% in 2004. Plantings 
continue to grow!

So, why would a winery 
plant Pinot Gris when more 
characterful wines, like 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc 
and Gewürztraminer, seem to 
appeal more to New Zealand 
wine tasters and drinkers? Pinot 
Gris wines usually have a little 
residual sugar left in, to enhance 
flavour. Pinot Gris is the best-
known mutant grape variety of 
Pinot Noir, which mutates easily 
to other lesser known varieties 
such as Pinot Blanc and a 
number of clonal varieties. This 
is known as Pinot Grigio in Italy, 
where it is usually vinified to be 
bone dry, but, the best examples 
come from France, from the 
region of Alsace.

New Zealand’s varietal Pinot Gris 
plantings focus on Marlborough 
(the biggest region, by far.) 
followed by Hawkes Bay. But 
it is said that the South Island 
plantings produce tighter 
wines, with great structure 
and persistence. Nevertheless, 
flavours are purer from Central 
Otago. 

Food maTching: The gentle 
acidity and marked fruitiness 
of a well-balanced Pinot Gris 
is a perfect complement to 
roast pork with a stewed pear 
sauce, creamy pasta, poultry or 
seafood. Look for apple, pear, 
honeysuckle, spice and bread 
flavours. 

Pinot Gris not only lives on, 
its popularity is on an ever-
increasing upward curve. So, 
give it a go soon and try one of 
our tasters’ Pinot Gris in this issue 
of WinenZ magazine soon.

Yes, it’s growing 
in popularity.

$11

$18

$16

Sileni eSTaTe cellar SelecTion 
HAWkeS BAY 2019 

Simon nash: light pale, some spritz youthful, light, fresh. 
ripe, soft, quite fleshy. Sound.

Matt kirby: Spiced pear, olive apple, and balanced palate 
between fruit sweetness and acidity. 

Barry Riwai: Pear full bodied. Ripe good texture, some 
warmth on the palate, has drive.

Points: 90

miSSion eSTaTe 
MARLBOROuGH 2019    
Simon nash: mid colour, some depth, quite weighty, hint 
of custard, good weight, body quite serious, balanced, 
ripe fruit quite long.

Matt kirby: Spiced pear, Clove apple, and talcum. 
Aromatic, even and balanced palate between fruit 
wetness and acidity.

Barry Riwai: Pear, full bodied, ripe, good texture, Some 
warmth on the palate. Has drive with seductive perfume.

Points: 84

STableS ngaTaraWa Premium blend  
HAWkeS BAY 2019     
Simon nash: Full colour, quite bright. fresh young, 
quite fruity, citrus, opening up, good weight, ripe, nice 
expression and balance, good finish.

Matt kirby: An opulent style, Baking spices and ripe pear. 
Full, ripe palate with some sweetness and persistent 
length.

Barry Riwai: Golden peach yellow apple. Medium length. 
Medium, appley sweetness. 

Points: 88

ara Single eSTaTe 
MARLBOROuGH 2019         

Simon nash: Pale bright with lemon/lime hints. Sherbet 
citrus. relatively simple, light. Solid finish.

Intense apricot aromas. Palate has similar interesting 
intensity with soft acidity and sweetness.

Barry Riwai: Honey suckle, orange blossom, off dry medium 
carry.

Points: 84

STableS ngaTaraWa reServe 

HAWkeS BAY 2019
Simon nash: deep yellow gold heavier nose, some 
custard tart, ripe quite soft, fleshy style, sound.

Matt kirby: Inviting aromatics. Fig and spices with good 
depth. A very textural wine, good depth. Very good.

Barry Riwai: Attractive straw hue. Dry with structural 
phenolic element. Long pithy finish gives tension.

Points: 95

millS reeF eSTaTe 
HAWkeS BAY 2019
Simon nash:  Full bright yellow colour, Shy nose quite 
neutral, ditto palate, soft pallet, soft, balanced, lacking 
character, sound.

Matt kirby: Lifted pear and apple aromatics with some 
fennel textural, while that is soft and even. Well made.

Barry Riwai: Pear, subtle floral perfume, riper style off dry 
with pleasing warmth on the finish. Has fruit weight and 
good carry and roundness. Finish builds.

Points: 94

Pinot Gris

$19.99

$16

$21.99
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$30
$19.95

$25
$19.95

$27$17

Waimea 
NeLSON 2018    

Simon nash: mid yellow, quite bright and fresh, some 
aromatics floral/chlorophyll, solid mid palate.

Matt kirby: Distinctive array of quince and clove. Well 
furred palate, framed by solid acidity.

Barry Riwai: Lemmon zest lemonade flavours but tending 
to drop away early.

Points: 83

maTahiWi eSTaTe 

WAIRARAPA MASTeRTON 2019
Simon nash: Slightly orangeate hue. grey tinted, hot 
slightly, varnishy nose. 

Matt kirby: Tinned pear and apple with some tropical 
almost passionfruit spritely habits gives freshness.

Barry Riwai: Rose gold hue, peachy with a hint of berry 
fruit.  Medium weight and finish.

Points: 81

rock Ferry 3rd rock 
MARLBOROuGH 2018    

Simon nash: Full yellow, quite weighty looking. 
Smoky, quite complex aromatics, mouth filling, nicely 
balanced, oak intense. quite complex and interesting 
long finish. 

Matt kirby: Spicy brioche with vanilla, slight reduction that 
works. Floral and full with a good depth of flavour.

Barry Riwai: Yeasty complexity, stonefruit stewed apple 
toffee apple flavours. Ready now. Pleasant.

Points: 87

PaSk inSTincT Sun kiSSed  
HAWkeS BAY, GIMBLeTT GRAVeLS 2019        
Simon nash: nice clean bright yellow gold. quite 
weighty, hint of oak. Solid mid palate, fruit, hint of oak. 
ripe, nice style.

Matt kirby: Softer aromatics held back by some reductive 
notes. Generous palate with great balance and 
drinkability. 

Barry Riwai: Leesy complexity to the nose, initially closed 
but good depth to the palate, layered.  Fine structure dry 
without heat. 

Points: 89

Wild earTh WineS 
CeNTRAL OTAGO 2018     

Simon nash: Pale bright young looking. Sound fresh. 
Some boiled fruit characters, soft quite ripe, varietal 
definition. Sound.

Matt kirby: Complex, earthy and fresh apple. Well balance 
earthy and sweetness gives persistence. 

Barry Riwai: Pink grapefruit. Smokers lollies, with some 
reduction that clips the palate. 

Point: 82

babich marlborough 
MARLBOROuGH 2019
Simon nash: Full yellow bright, Soft not especially fruit 
driven. Fresh on the nose. better on the palate. Solid. 

Matt kirby: Super interesting stone fruit. And floral aromas. 
A deeper colour with some developed notes. Works so 
well.

Barry Riwai: Pear, white fleshed peach. Some warmth. 
Fruity.

Points: 86

rock Ferry Trig hill vineyard 
CeNTRAL OTAGO 2016 
Simon nash: mid yellow, bright. euro style. Slightly 
sweet, boiled fruit.

Matt kirby: Tropical mango and lychee aromas. Shows a 
depth and richness.

Barry Riwai: unusual camphor note that gives a strong 
bitter taste and feel. Well made

Points: 80

Sileni eSTaTe, grand reServe PrieSTeSS 
HAWkeS BAY 2018      
Simon nash: Full yellow, bright. Quite ripe custard, some 
good grip on the palate. oak phenolic grip. bit drying 
with finish. interesting. 

Matt kirby: Complex, apple and white florals. A really 
textural wine. Possible barrel, well made.

Barry Riwai: Yeasty, toasty nose. Stone fruits, caramel, 
baked peach flavour, marry well with toffeed flavours.

Points: 86

babich Family eSTaTe organic Wine 
MARLBOROuGH WAIRAu VALLeY 2017 
Simon nash: Full yellow, bright. Some development, 
complex. bready, almost wet wool. chenin developed 
fruit on palate. easy in style, vinous, complex. long finish.

Matt kirby: Some obvious development showing more. 
Sandalwood and vanilla, well structured. Very cool style.

Barry Riwai: Toastiness, straw and Meyer lemon zest. 
Candied peel flavour. Hint of pecorino and lanolin.

Points: 93

domain road deFiance  
CeNTRAL OTAGO BANNOCHBuRN 2019
Simon nash: Pale bright light lemon. light almost 
smokey initially light, varietal character.

Matt kirby: Lychee and pear aromas that look very fresh. 
Medium and acidity gives the palate focus and length.

Barry Riwai: Pale colour, cooler lemon aromas. The palate 
shows the cooler nature, acidity, fine structure but also soft 
roundness to the mid palate.

Points: 87

millS reeF reServe 

HAWkeS BAY 2019  
Simon nash: Full yellow, quite weighty looking, ripe soft, 
quite fleshy nose, round soft juicy, well balanced. good 
finish.

Matt kirby:  Super concentrated and bold aromas of 
apricot and quince. Well-structured palate that has some 
warmth and resistance.

Barry Riwai: Nectarine, round full palate, dry low acid style, 
slightly spirity finish but plenty of fruit flavour.

Points: 85 

aWaTere river 

MARLBOROuGH. 2018  
Simon nash:  yellow gold bright. nice lifted fruit, clean 
fresh relatively simple style.

Matt kirby: Concentrated lychee and ginger palate. Is full 
and ripe with soft acidity and great light.

Barry Riwai: Cooler zesty Lime and cucumber. Griggio 
style, bright and fresh. Touch of lychee, good interesting 
wine.

Points: 90

$17.99$22.99

$24.95$27

$33$21.99
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Pinot 
noir -

N
ew Zealand Pinot 
Noir is seeing 
impressive growth 
in export sales. 
Climate is a 
major factor in 

defining regional styles, therefore 
one needs to try wine from each 
region!

Marlborough heads the 
country for volume, almost 
double of the next largest; 
Central Otago followed, fairly 
equally, by Wairarapa, Canterbury 
and Hawke’s Bay. Followed by 
sub-regions, within these main 
regions. Take Central Otago, as an 
example, Pinot Noir is flourishing 
in Central Otago, with a variety of 
stunning expressions being crafted 
in these numerous sub-regions. 
All of the main winegrowing sub-
regions lie within close reach, with 
the distinctive mountainous terrain 
providing each with a unique 
climate, aspect and altitude.

CenTral oTago is a tourism 
stronghold, captivating visitors 
with a wide range of excellent 
Cellardoor facilities and wine-
tourism activities. Soaring snow-
capped mountains, glistening 
rivers nestled deep within ravines 
(gold rush territory) draw visitors 
from far and wide.

CroMwell/lowburn/Pisa –  
(4 Barrels, Lake Dunstan feature in 
this magazine.)

This area is located on the 
eastern side of Lake Dunstan 
starting north from the township of 
Cromwell. The majority of plantings 
are situated on the lower terraces 
and valley floor, running parallel to 
the snow-capped Pisa Mountain 
Range producing seductive wines. 
One can read more in this issue.

FooD MaTChing. Pinot Noir, with 
its supple richness, complements 
a range of savoury dishes. Game; 
Duck, Venison or Turkey, New 
Zealand Salmon, Meat dishes of 
Pork, Lamb.

Varying 
regional styles!

$25

sileni esTaTes Cellar seleCTion  
NeLSON 2019
simon nash: Pale delicate ruby hue. Quite toasty, 
warm ripe fruit. soft fleshy, quite delicate, but soft fruit.

Matt Kirby: Red fruits, strawberry, raspberry, full plate, with 
medium, plus acidity and length

Barry Riwai: Cherry stone, touch of olive tapenade. Full of 
concentrated palate with game and black truffle.

Points: 88

akarua rua CenTral oTago 
CROMWeLL BASiN 2019 
simon nash: Quite deep rouge colour. nice berry, 
strawberry nose. attractive chocolatey/berry, nice 
fleshy, nice, good style.

Matt Kirby: Good savoury interest, solid fruit with spicy 
undertones and forest floor notes. Good acidity.

Barry Riwai: Tayberry/raspberry note. Richer wine, round 
and ripe, some boiled sweet notes.

Points: 91

seiFrieD FaMily wine Makers 
NeLSON 2019
simon nash: Dark full red colour. Quite chunky, grippy. 
solid mid palate. 

Matt Kirby: High toned, concentrated of dark fruits, Rich 
and complex with firm acidity.

Barry Riwai: Darker colour, chare and flinty complexity. 
Seductive meaty nose. Red fleshed plum with good 
tannins. 
Point: 89

awaTere river  
MARLBOROuGH 2018
simon nash: very pale almost translucent. some berry 
notes. light quite delicate fruits, solid finish.

Matt Kirby: Some oak notes with red fruits and violets. 
Some appealing aromas. Medium acidity and impressive 
persistence, with a lighter franc.

Barry Riwai: Game thyme and roasting pan juices. 
Absolutely packed with layers of flavour, Oak there but in 
support. Wonderful freshness. 

Points: 93

sTables ngaTarawa 
HAWKeS BAy 2019
simon nash: Pale rouge colour. light berry, quite juicy 
raspberry, solid up front, juicy fruit. Quite simple/sweet.

Matt Kirby: Ripe expression of strawberry, complex very 
mid palate with soft acidity.

Barry Riwai: Raspberry, a lighter style with interesting 
nuttiness and warmth.

Points: 83

Mission reserve 
MARLBOROuGH 2018
simon nash: good colour, though pale edge. nice 
strawberry with chocolate milk characters. round quite 
fleshy characters. ripe, lively finish. 

Matt Kirby: Darker rich style of loganberry and cedar. A 
very soft palate that shows some development. 

Barry Riwai: Strawberry ripe, oaky.

Points: 83

Pinot Noir

$19.99

$29

giesen riDge bloCk single vineyarD 
MARLBOROuGH. 2014
simon nash: Dark rouge. light tints, some spice and 
toast. soft round quite fleshy, good savoury grip. nice 
balanced fruit.

Matt Kirby: Big and rich and ageing really well. Nice 
cherry and thyme. Still good balance.

Barry Riwai: A touch pasty, gentle fruit flavours are still 
there, velvety tannin.

Points: 85

$59.99
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$24.95

$65

$45

$40

DoMain roaD PinoT noir CenTral oTago 

BANNOCKBuRN 2018
simon nash: nice colour, quite deep and full bodied. 
attractive victoria plum, soft good grip, quite weighty, 
nice balance, ripe, fleshy, quite good notes and well 
balanced.

Matt Kirby: Solid dark riper fruit. Some leather and cassis. 
Acidity is medium and holds the balance of the opulent 
fruit.

Barry Riwai: Sweet spice, red plum, black cherry. Dark 
brooding, savoury tones carry through the palate. Black 
olive with structural tannins.

Points: 88

$45

$110
$39.99

wilD earTh wines 
CeNTRAL OTAGO 2018
simon nash: good colour, vinous red. nice intense 
berry. good weight of fruit. soft entry but good depth, 
fleshy finish.

Matt Kirby: Ripe and brooding.  Dark cherry, plain and 
spicy, solid tannin and a tone of complexity.

Barry Riwai: Darker colour, cranberry, mulberry with 
sweet vanilla spice. Strawberry jam and early character 
dominate the palate. The nose is much lighter. 

Points: 95

sTables ngaTarawa reserve  

HAWKeS BAy 2018
simon nash: Quite full colour. savoury, quite grippy. 
solid, riper, fleshy mid palate fruit, limited length.

Matt Kirby: Rhubarb and cherry, soft palate that has fine 
tannin. Palate has impressive length.

Barry Riwai: Wild strawberry with a little cranberry sauce on 
the side. Soft acidity and velvety tannin.

Points: 86

akarua PinoT noir CenTral oTago 
BANNOCKBuRN 2018
simon nash: nice dark quite vinous looking. Toasty, 
attractive, hunky, grippy and powerful. Ditto palate. has 
grip power, intensity, berry concentrate.

Matt Kirby: High tuned cherry and cinnamon. A cola, berry 
edge that leads into a well-balanced palate.

Barry Riwai: Dark colour, meaty plums, very ripe, full style, 
with a touch of character.

Points: 96

MT. DiFFiCulTy PiPe Clay TerraCe vineyarD 

CeNTRAL OTAGO BANNOCKBuRN
simon nash: good colour, vinous dark nice chunky 
pinot earthy. good weight, quite mushroomy.

Matt Kirby: Dark and broody, dark cherry and plum. Big 
palate with interesting acidity and concentrated cacao.

Barry Riwai: Red fruit berry character. A little dryish. Good 
weight.

Points: 88

MaTahiwi holly esTaTe 
WAiRARAPA MASTeRTON 2018
simon nash: Quite pale, bright. some toasty spicy and 
cranberry note. bit dilute, quite good grip nice berry 
backdrop.

Matt Kirby: Turative leaf and red fruit aromas, some leather 
and clove. Lovely tannin.

Barry Riwai: Fragrant raspberry, cherry with black olive. 
Savoury wine, thyme undercurrent that gives freshness. 
Sweet oak sweet spice to finish.

Points: 87

aMisFielD 
CeNTRAL OTAGO PiSA 2017
simon nash: intense, dark, weighty looking, soft, 
savoury, mushroom, dry, chunky, savoury.

Matt Kirby: Ripe full thyme. Plush palate with a dark cling 
of tannin.

Barry Riwai: Spice, black cherry, on the palate there is a 
more savoury spice, cinnamon and a hint of rosehip jam. 
Fuller style but with layered complexity.

Points: 93

JaCkson esTaTe hoMesTeaD 
Marlborough  
SOuTHeRN WAiHOPAi VALLey  2018
simon nash: Pale rouge, soft character. Toasty 
character. Ditto. soft quite fleshy fruit, dry, bit grippy.

Matt Kirby: Complex and dense. Some dark aromatic, a 
core of red fruits. Good structure and a complete feel.

Barry Riwai: Lifted nose, cherry. Tannins are a bit drying.

Points: 87

MT. DiFFiCulTy ghosT Town vineyarD 
PiNOT NOiR 2017 CeNTRAL OTAGO BeNDiGO
simon nash: nice dark colour, mushroom character, 
dry savoury, sound Pinot style. weighty.

Matt Kirby: Spiced cherry, compote, really classy aromatics 
with a broody line of concentration with great length.

Barry Riwai: Craisins, clove and molasses, Dried fig and 
cherry, full and spirity. 

Points: 88

MaTahiwi holly souTh series  
WAiRARAPA MASTeRTON 2018  
simon nash: Mid rouge colour. Quite nice toasty 
strawberry. lighter style, sound through the palate, 
nicely finished.

Matt Kirby: Cola and dried thyme, a rare elegant style 
done really well. Amazing length.

Barry Riwai: Cherry, thyme and strawberry. Straight forward 
with fruit. Medium tannin with carry on palate.

Points: 94

aMisFielD breakneCk reserve  
CeNTRAL OTAGO PiSA 2017
simon nash: Dark vinous looking. nice cherry 
character, good weight, cherry, dry savoury character, 
serious, good finish.

Matt Kirby: Richly expressed with some forest floor. Weighty, 
some warmth to the palate.

Barry Riwai: Lifted nose, Fresh polish, berry and beeswax. 
Lifted character runs through the palate. Mocha finish.

Points: 88

babiCh Marlborough 

MARLBOROuGH 2018
simon nash: Pale rouge, looks very light. Toasty, spicy, 
strawberry, light weight. 

Matt Kirby: Light. expression of red fruits. A freshness to the 
palate that shows solid drinkability.

Barry Riwai: Rosehip, cherry and game. Good structure 
with true tannin and layered flavours.

Points: 84

$40
$16

$46.99

$23

$80
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$45

$45

$110

Pegasus bay 

NORTH CANTeRBuRy 2017
simon nash: very dark, smokey, mineral, wet stone, olive 
notes, tapenade, dry.

Matt Kirby: 5 spices from white brioche. Clove and 
cinnamon. Rich with a tannic cone.

Barry Riwai: Thyme, roasted meats, nutty oak. Gripping 
tannins. Very full, ripe wine.

Points: 83

Main DiviDe  
NORTH CANTeRBuRy 2016
simon nash: nice dark, vinous colour, quite nice 
mushroom, savoury nose. sound mid palate. solid fruit.

Matt Kirby: Thyme and sage. Beautiful aromatic lift of 
cherry, gives full palate good intensity.

Barry Riwai: Sweet vanillin, bay leaf, some mustiness, dry 
tannin. Red fruit, cherry tannins. 

Points: 86

babiCh FaMily esTaTe organiC wine  
MARLBOROuGH WAiRAu VALLey 2017
simon nash: Pale, bright, quite light. greengage, dry 
and savoury.

Matt Kirby: Vinous aromatics, mushroom and thyme. Soft 
palate with resistance.

Barry Riwai: Savoury, Kalamata olive. Wild strawberry and 
game. Very attractive nose, good length on the palate. 
Showing some toffee notes, but very typical.

Points: 87

roCk Ferry 3rD roCk 
CeNTRAL OTAGO 2016
simon nash: nice dark, good development in the glass, 
dry, mushroom, savoury, tomato nose, ripe fruit, quite 
round, complex, sound.

Matt Kirby: Rich and full, nice 5 spice, ready with red fruits. 
Soft and even palate with good balance.

Barry Riwai: Fruit forward nose cherry and sweet rose. 
Strawberry and jam notes on the palate with front bitter 
chocolate, tannic structure.

Points: 92

MT. DiFFiCulTy Mansons FarM vineyarD  
CeNTRAL OTAGO BANNOCKBuRN 2016
simon nash: Mid colour, dark rouge. soft, dark, berry 
jam, juicy, soft, quite close finish, though sound grip.

Matt Kirby: Violets, some lavender, oak leading into an 
acid driven full palate. Subtle maturity.

Barry Riwai: Clove, spices, plum, almost a leather aroma. 
Lifted red fruits. Gentle mid palate. Soft acidity.

Points: 86

JaCkson esTaTe vinTage wiDow 
Marlborough  

SOuTHeRN WAiHOPAi VALLey 2016
simon nash: semi pale bright but translucent. 
strawberry and custard nose. soft entry, round fruit 
tannins, soft well balanced.

Matt Kirby: Some development, leather notes, A maturing 
feel of tamarillo and cola. even soft palate.

Barry Riwai: Soft vanilla and stewed plum. Some cranberry 
and rhubarb. Flesh out the plum on the palate. Still 
Pinoteque and delicate.

Points: 86

aMisFielD rkv reserve  
CeNTRAL OTAGO PiSA 2016
simon nash: dark rouge look. Quite sour cherry. Dry, 
savoury. Quite sour cherry, hard finish.

Matt Kirby: Warm and inviting aromas of Doris plum and 
cider. The palate has warmth and generosity. 

Barry Riwai: Red fruits, plum and raspberry, cedar flavours 
and toffee flavours support the red fruits on the palate.

Points: 85

roCk Ferry Trig hill vineyarD 
CeNTRAL OTAGO 2015
simon nash: Mid red colour, some development in the 
glass. soft berry, brambly characters. savoury, ripe, well 
developed. Quite fleshy toned. good finish.

Matt Kirby: Ripe aromas of porcini mushroom and cola 
berry. The palate has a freshness with good acidity.

Barry Riwai: Olive and prune, showing its age. The softened 
texture is enjoyable.

Points: 88

MT. DiFFiCulTy long gully vineyarD  
CeNTRAL OTAGO BANNOCKBuRN 2016
simon nash: nice vinous look. soft, quite dark, jammy, 
long nose. soft, quite fleshy. solid grip mid palate. 
sound finish.

Matt Kirby: Spice and clove lifted, slightly mature 
aromatics. Strong acidity driving a structured palate.

Barry Riwai: Prune, date and cherry flavours. Oak and little 
cola berry flavour. Dry tannins.

Points: 84

giesen organiC  
MARLBOROuGH 2015
simon nash: Dark colour. some nice development. 
sound good berry note, well balanced, dry, good grip, 
length good development in the glass. nice finish.

Matt Kirby: Cedar, mulberry and rhubarb. Some 
development that is in a nice place.

Barry Riwai: Lifted, berry fruits, mulberry, sweet vanillin, oak 
derived tannin. 

Points: 86

Pegasus bay PriMa Dona  
NORTH CANTeRBuRy 2016
simon nash: Dark vinous colour. Dry quite mineral. 
sweet/soft entry.

Matt Kirby: Oak and spice and clove, cola, berry on 
palate. Some mulberry, slight spritz.

Barry Riwai: Reductive. 

Points: 80

giesen Clayvin single vineyarD 
MARLBOROuGH 2014
simon nash: nice development, some lightness at the 
rim. solid, berry, strawberry pie pastry. good fruit. lifted 
style. Quite chunky berry. good finish.

Matt Kirby: Cherry and rhubarb, some leather and clove 
oak notes and some fruit on palate.

Barry Riwai: Fruit on the palate is drying. 

Points: 85
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rosé
PINK IS THE 

NEW BLACK.

$24.99

Rock FeRRy oRchaRd VineyaRd PinoT 
MARLBoRougH 2019
Simon nash: Pretty lipstick tinge. Light and quite elegant but 
restrained. Quite light, tad dilute, off dry, sound finish.

Mat Kirby: Menthol aromas over oregano and parsley. Sprightly 
palate that has persistent acid line. 

Barry Riwai: Raspberry nose, pretty pale pink, lovely freshness, 
fruit favours keep going with an attractive sprightliness. 

Points: 87

SiLeni eSTaTeS ceLLaR SeLecTion cabeRneT FRanc 
HAWKES BAy 2019
Simon nash: nice colour, orange/copper, bright. dry, apricot 
nose, interesting, good mid palate weight, nice fruit, berry 
compote, good.

Matt Kirby: Soft cherry, fennel and strawberry leaf, even palate 
that is juicy and fresh, well made.

Barry Riwai: Peach and plum aromas, some spice, palate is 
broad with warmth and low acidity. Full bodied.

Points: 87

SiLeni GRand ReSeRVe RidGe PinoT noiR 
HAWKES BAy 2019
Simon nash: Quite heavy orange/pink.  nice lifted summer 
fruit. Ripe perhaps tad weighty. Solid.

Matt Kirby: Strawberry and five spices. Full palate that has a 
warmth. Feel solid persistence and weight.

Barry Riwai: Copper tones with a fine thyme aroma. yeasty 
complexity with a long structure. Weighty finish

Points: 88

Rosé

$19.99

$25T
he majority of Rosé wines 
are produced from a single 
or a blend of red grape 
varietals. Most commonly 
Pinot Noir, Malbec, Syrah, 
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, 

Tempran i l lo  and Sang iovese. 
Sparkling Rosé is often produced 
with a blend of red and white grapes.

RoSÉ FLaVoUR

The ‘base’ flavours of Rosé are 
floral and perfumed, featuring red-

skinned fruit, citrus, and melon, with 
a pleasant ‘green’ finish. 

Rose wine can be produced in a 
sweet, off-dry or bone-dry style. But 
the defining factor of most Rosé is 

that the flavour will reflect the grape 
that the wine was made with. 

The iconic wine region known for 
creating the most consistent tasting 

rosés that are on the dry side, is 
Provence in France. 

neW ZeaLand RoSÉ

Rosé is currently the fastest-growing 
wine category in the country, and 

people the world over love the 
various New Zealand styles on offer. 

PaiRinG RoSÉ WiTh Food

A lot of people treat Rosé as an 
aperitif in summer - a trend started 

by the French, historically. 

A bright, crisp, scented Rose is 
certainly a refreshing palate 

cleanser, but it can also pair well 
with plenty of different foods. 


